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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Executive Summary

This Application is for the restoration and refitting 
of the Ordnance Arms Public House to the ground 
floor and the conversion of the existing hostel 
to the 1st and 2nd floors into a contemporary 
apartment hotel - located on an island site off 
Beresford Square.  Works include:

• A 17 room Apartment Hotel to the upper floors 
currently used as hostel accommodation.

• Restore the ground floor public bar and hotel 
reception.

• Remove unsympathetic C20th interventions 
to all floors

• Restore Public House facades to their C19th 
form including reinstatement of corner 
entrance.

• Create a mansard roof to match adjoining roof 
profiles.

• Restore the original pedimented dormer lights 
within the mansard roof.

• Retain and restore remaining internal C19th 
features, stairs, cornices, fireplaces.

• Infill the unsightly upper floor gap in 
the Woolwich New Road façade with an 
appropriate simplified façade referencing both 
The Ordnance Arms and No 16 & 17 Beresford 
Square.

The team members are as follows:

Barton Willmore (Planning Consultant)
Heritage Unlimited (Heritage Consultant) 
eb7 (Sustainability Consultant)
Clear Acoustic Design (Acoustic Consultant)
Motion (Transport Consultant)
Ibbotson Architects (Architect)
Lita Homes (Client)

This document has been set out by Ibbotson 
Architects in order to describe the design 
principles/process of the proposal. It should be 
read in conjunction with the Consultant reports, 
Planning Statement and Planning Drawings.

Beresford Square

Royal Arsenal Gatehouse

Royal Arsenal DLR / Railway

The Ordnance Arms Public 
House

Proposed Spray Street 
Development site

Aerial View - Proposed Rooftop Massing Study 
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2.0 Site Analysis
2.1 Wider Site Context
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The site is located within the Royal London 
Borough of Greenwich, approximately 8.5 miles 
east of Central London. It is in the Woolwich 
Riverside Ward and is situated to the south of 
Plumstead Road (A206).  

The site is within the designated Woolwich town 
centre area, an extensive road and rail network 
mean that the site is well connected. Woolwich 
Arsenal station (DLR & National Rail) and future 
Crossrail station are adjacent to the site, 
numerous bus links run from Woolwich New Road 
to the west and Plumstead Road to the north.  
The arrival of Crossrail will cut travel times to 
Central London, with The City (Liverpool Street) 14 
minutes away and The West End (Bond Street) 22 
minutes away. 

The site lies within the Woolwich conservation
area.

The site sits to the south of the recently 
completed Phase 1 of the Royal Arsenal 
Regeneration Development and to the west of the 
proposed Spray Street Development.

N

Aerial Map of Woolwich Arsenal
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2.0 Site Analysis
2.2 Immediate Site Context

Sun Path

Beresford Square

Beresford Square Entrance

Royal Arsenal Gatehouse

Royal Arsenal DLR / Railway

Royal Arsenal DLR

Plumstead Road (A206)

General Gordon Square
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Royal Arsenal Riverside Development

Proposed Spray Street Development

Former indoor market

Sun path

Site boundary

Busy Roads (Pedestrian & 
Vehicular)

Public Squares 

Plumstead Road (A206) is a main route through 
southeast London, a busy thoroughfare, dating 
back to a rural track linking the villages of 
Woolwich and Plumstead. Historically it was 
the perimeter road running outside the walled 
Woolwich Arsenal and was widened in 1984 to 
improve traffic capacity, cutting off the Royal 
Arsenal Gatehouse from the wider (now former) 
Arsenal site.

Woolwich New Road slopes up from Woolwich 
Arsenal Station, connecting the recently 
regenerated General Gordon Square to Plumstead 
Road 

The Royal Arsenal Gatehouse or Beresford Gate 
sits to the immediate North of the site, and was 
built over several years between 1829 and 1891.  
The Grade II listed building was named after the 
Anglo-Irish general William Beresford, Master-
General of the Ordnance and Governor of the 
Royal Military Academy.

Beresford Square Market Entrance and Beresford 
Square Market was created when cottages 
were removed in 1812 to make way for an open 
training ground. There has been a market on this 
site since 1618, to sell to the thousands of men 
working within the Arsenal.

To the South of the site sits General Gordon 
Square which was redesigned in tandem with 
Beresford Square in 2011, and is now a well 
frequented green space in the heart of Woolwich.

To the north of the site sits Phase one of the 
wider Royal Arsenal regeneration development 
made up of five towers linked by a podium 
housing the Crossrail station exit and various 
retail units. 

Key

Plan of Woolwich Arsenal
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2.0 Site Analysis
2.3 Vehicular, Pedestrian & Transport Routes

Vehicular & Pedestrian Routes
The site is easily accessible by vehicle via 
Plumstead’s major east-west arterial route 
(A206), which links Woolwich to Plumstead on one 
side and Greenwich on the other. 

To the east of the site, Woolwich New Road runs 
south west through General Gordon Square and 
the Love Lane development before joining the 
south circular at the Woolwich Royal Artillery 
Barracks.

The site is extremely accessible by foot, but 
despite its popularity as a pedestrian route and 
as a major bus route, Woolwich New Road has 
a relatively narrow footway on the eastern side, 
where displays from adjacent shops spill onto the 
pavement. 

In addition to Woolwich town centre, numerous 
transportation hubs are within easy walking 
distance from the site. 

A short walk to the north is the River Thames.

Transport Routes
Located near several public transportation 
links, the site has a PTAL rating of 6b. DLR and 
overground stations are located just south of the 
site on Woolwich New Road, and trains connect 
Woolwich to Central London and the South East. 

Plumstead Road and General Gordon Square 
serve many London bus routes. 

Thames Clippers operate north of the site which 
connects Woolwich to other riverside destinations 
throughout the capital. 

The Woolwich Ferry, located a short distance from 
the site, has been in operation since the C14th 
and links the A205 (South Circular) in Woolwich to 
the A117 (North Circular) north of the river. 

With the opening of Crossrail (Elizabeth Line), 
Woolwich will be more accessible to locals and 
visitors alike.

Key

Primary Vehicle Routes

Secondary Vehicle Routes

Tertiary Vehicle Routes

Pedestrian Routes

Restricted Access Routes

Railway

National Rail - Woolwich Arsenal

DLR - Woolwich Arsenal

Crossrail - Woolwich Arsenal

Bus Stop

Pedestrian Crossings

Plan of Woolwich Arsenal
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2.0 Site Analysis
2.4 Conservation Area & Listed Buildings

The Woolwich Conservation Area was designat-
ed in May 2019 and highlights Woolwich’s fine 
commercial, civic, cultural, cooperative and ec-
clesiastical buildings spanning the 18C to 20C.

The London Plan 2021 defines Woolwich 
as one of eleven former medieval market 
towns.  Buildings and public spaces illustrate 
development from a historic market town into a 
thriving civic & commercial centre

The Woolwich Conservation Area Appraisal 
notes Beresford Square as a commercial zone 
and key to reinforcing Woolwich’s identity as a 
historic market town highlighting the following 
historic significance:

• Originally the centre of Woolwich life and 
Woolwich’s economic, social and political 
fabric

• Served multiple functions: setting for a 
‘very lively and ordinary’ market, stage for 
many zealous religious and political debates 
and interface between military and civilian 
Woolwich

• Home to Woolwich’s historic 400-year-old 
market since 1888 (officially); market granted 
its royal charter in 1618

• Important gathering place, meeting and 
rallying point for politicians and campaigners 
including Labour MP Will Crooks, whose 
memorial service was held here in 1921

• Associated with General William Beresford, 
appointed Master-General of the Ordnance 
by Wellington

• Architectural Significance & Townscape 
Character

• Significant part of Woolwich’s public realm; 
forms important setting for Grade II Listed 
Beresford Gate and critical to appreciating 
its significance

• Open character and well-preserved 
surrounding townscape, with consistent 
building heights of 2 to 3 storeys

• Square enclosed by Heritage Assets on 
most sides - Beresford Gate & 18-19 Greens 
End (Grade II) and nos. 5, 13-14, 15-19 (Local 
Heritage Assets)

Woolwich Conservation Area Plan

Aerial view of Woolwich Conservation Area
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2.0 Site Analysis
2.5 Brief History of Beresford Square

Beresford Square
Beresford Square in central Woolwich was 
formed by a series of mid 19th Century 
clearances and named after General William 
Beresford, at the time Master-General of the 
Ordnance and Governor of the Royal Military 
Academy.

The informal Victorian Square was the site from 
1813 of Woolwich Market, with Beresford Street 
to the northern edge presided over by the Royal 
Armoury Gate (originally Beresford Gate), beyond 
which to the northwest stood the classical Holy 
Trinity Church.

The C20th decline of the Square saw the 
demolition of the Victorian Eastern façade and 
Holy Trinity Church (1962) and the rerouting of 
Beresford Street to the rear of the Armoury Gate 
- now named Plumstead Road / A206. 

The closure of the Arsenal led to the decline 
and the demise of Woolwich Market, and 
consequently the general degradation of the 
once vital Beresford Square.

Beresford Square 1915 looking north to Beresford Gate

Beresford Square circa 1900

Aerial Photo of Beresford Square 1921 with now demolished Holy 
Trinity Church to west

Ordnance Survey map, surveyed 1893

Ordnance Survey map, 1850, showing the original Ordnance 
Arms on the same building footprint 
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2.0 Site Analysis
2.6 Brief History of The Ordnance Public House

The Ordnance Arms is a prominent Local Heritage 
Asset.  The handsome Public House with the 
Royal Armoury Gate are the remnants of the once 
vital Beresford Square.

Built in  c.1880 on the site of a previous public 
house of the same name, the Ordnance Arms 
forms the northern end of a three storey island 
block.  It is a typically grand Victorian Public 
House, with Italianate facades to both Woolwich 
New Road and Beresford Square, and an ogee 
domed corner turret to the north facing Beresford 
Street.

The block contains shops at ground level, with 
the public House being the most prominent to the 
northern corner.  A hostel occupies the first and 
second floors and is accessed by a blank external 
entrance door off Woolwich New Road.

During the 20th Century, paralleling the decline 
of Beresford Square, the proud Ordnance Arms 
has been eroded and diminished to its present 
condition.

Photographs from the 1920’s, 40’s and 50’s 
illustrate this evident decline.

At pavement level the corner entrance and 
adjacent corner bays have been blanked to 
facilitate the pub lavatories and the colonnaded 
detail lost, what had been decorated tiled 
stallrisers rendered over, the delicate leaded 
upper lights replaced with float glass, and the 
column plaster console heads removed. The 
original fielded panel entrance doors lost, and 
replaced with inappropriate plain doors.

At parapet height the pedimented masonry detail 
reinforcing and completing the decorated façade 
bays have been demolished, including the ball 
finials evident in the historic photographs.

In essence the Victorian Pub has been ‘topped 
and tailed’ leaving only the upper corner ogee 
dome, and the first & second floor headless bays 
and string courses wrapping round the corner 
building as a reminder of its heyday. 

Beresford Square circa 1900 Woolwich New Road looking south - 1927 

Woolwich New Road looking south - Mid 1950s (new blanked 
corner shop front) 

Woolwich New Road looking north - late 1940s

Beresford Square circa 1900 looking north east

Lost pedimented parapet detail - early 1900s
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2.0 Site Analysis
2.7 Site Photos

Beresford Square looking south

Beresford Square panorama - looking south

Woolwich New Road looking south Woolwich New Road looking north Woolwich New Road gap between Nos 17 & 18
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3.0 Design Proposal
3.1 The Ordnance Public House - External Repairs and Restoration

The proposal is for the restoration and refitting of 
the Ordnance Arms Public House to the ground 
floor and the conversion of the existing hostel 
to the 1st and 2nd floors into a contemporary 17 
room apartment hotel.

As part of this Application the following works are 
envisaged:

• Corner Entrance reinstated and the two 
adjacent corner bays opened up and original 
fenestration re-instated.

• Render removed from stall risers and 
decorative tiling restored.

• Restoration of plaster console heads to bay 
columns.

• Restoration of plaster fielded panels to bay 
columns.

• High level lights over stall risers replaced with 
leaded lights to match original.

• Pedimented dormer lights with ball finials 
restored to the decorative bay parapets. 

• Gap in Woolwich New Street façade infilled 
with a setback simple brick façade with string 
courses to match both the Ordnance Public 
House and the adjacent buildings.

• Etched Glass fanlight retained and restored
• Orginal timber sash windows carefully 

restored and upgraded (seals and closing 
mechanisms)

• Chimneys to parapet retained and restored, 
chimneys inboard from parapet replicated to 
match existing in lightweight construction

• General facade stone restoration 
• Short frameless glass link with thin profile 

zinc roof between proposed 3rd floor mansard 
roof and existing turret

An Active Street Front
The restoration of the Ground Floor Public House 
façade as outlined conserves and enhances the 
Ordnance Public House.

A further benefit of this intervention is to restore 
the active and dynamic frontage, evident in 
historic photographs to the Beresford Square, 
Woolwich New Road, and corner by eliminating the 
current blank facades.  

Pedimented masonry detail reinforcing 
and completing the decorated façade 
bays have been demolished, including 
the ball finials evident in the historic 
photographs.

Corner Entrance reinstated and the 
two adjacent corner bays opened 
up and original fenestration re-
instated.

Original timber sash windows carefully 
restored and upgraded (seals, DGU and closing 
mechanisms)

Set back frameless Glass link with thin profile 
zinc roof 

Pedimented dormer lights with ball finials 
restored to the decorative bay parapets. 

Chimneys to parapet retained & restored - 
chimneys inboard to be replicated in lightweight 
construction

Gap in Woolwich New Street façade infilled 
with a setback simple London stock brick 
façade with string courses to match 
both the Ordnance Public House and the 
adjacent buildings. Proposed windows to 
match existing rhythm and style

High level lights replaced with leaded lights to 
match original.

Restoration of plaster console heads  and panels 
to bay columns.

Render removed from stall risers and decorative 
tiling restored.

Decorated tiled stallrisers rendered over

Corner entrance and adjacent corner bays have 
been blanked to facilitate the pub lavatories

Delicate leaded upper lights replaced with 
float glass

Existing South East Elevation

Proposed South East Elevation

Column plaster console heads removed

The original fielded panel 
entrance doors lost, and 
replaced with inappropriate 
plain doors.

Etched Glass fanlight retained 
and restored
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3.0 Design Proposal
3.2 The Ordnance Public House - Internal Repairs, Restoration & Layout

As part of this Application the following internal 
works are envisaged:

• Removal of majority of C20th partitions
• Removal of corner ground floor WC’s opening 

up the corner entrance
• Retention and restoration of original 

staircases
• Retention and restoration of original plaster 

cornices.
• Retention of existing doorcases in-situ
• Retention of existing fire places and 

surrounds
 

01. Removal of PH Wcs opening up corner entrance

Area of existing building fabric to be 
carefully removed

Area of Existing Gap / Proposed Infill

Existing stairs retained and restored

Existing Cornicing retained

Existing fireplaces retained

Key:

Retail UnitRetail Unit

01.
02.02. 03. 03.

03.03.

0404

0505 0606

0707

01.

PubPub Wcs
Refuse

Hotel Entrance

Proposed 2nd to 
3rd floor stair to 
replicate 1st to 
2nd floor

Hotel

HotelHostel

Hotel

Pub Entrance

Pub EntranceExisting Ground Floor Plan

Existing First Floor Plan

Existing Second Floor Plan

Proposed Ground Floor Plan

Proposed First Floor Plan

Proposed Second Floor Plan

Proposed Third Floor Plan

02. Ground to First floor original staircase restored 03. Original door surrounds retained

03. Original doors & surrounds retained 04. Original decorative 
cornice retained

05. Original Fireplace 
retained

06. Original Chimney brest 
and cornicing retained

07. First to Second floor 
original staircase restored

Hostel
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3.0 Design Proposal
3.3 Roof Modifications

To facilitate the restoration and use of the 
pedimented dormers it is proposed to revise the 
roof profile to form a mansard roof between the 
restored masonry structures.

The roof ridge will match adjacent buildings - No. 
16&17 Beresford Square.

The proposed slate mansard roof will match that 
of the adjoining building in height and materials, 
and have a similar relationship to the original and 
retained dormers.

Existing Roof Profile - Cross Section Existing ceiling lowered to allow 
comfortable additional floor within 
existing roof height.

Proposed roof ridge height to 
match adjacent buildings (No16 
& 17)

Reinstatement of pedimented 
dormers with finial ball detail

Reinstatement of pedimented 
dormers with finial ball detail

No 17No 18

No 18

Proposed roof ridge height to 
match adjacent buildings (No16 
& 17)

Proposed Roof Profile - Cross Section

Proposed North Elevation
Beresford Square - early 1900s

Original parapet pedimented 
dormers & finial ball detail

Existing North Elevation
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3.0 Design Proposal
3.4 Roof Modifications - 3d Massing and Roofscape Context Study 

Beresford Square - early 1900s

Beresford Square

Beresford Square

Beresford Square

Beresford Square

Beresford Square

DLR

Beresford Square

Royal Arsenal Gatehouse

The Ordnance Arms

The Ordnance Arms

The Ordnance Arms

The Ordnance Arms

The Ordnance Arms

The Ordnance Arms

Street View Looking south down Woolwich New Road

Street View Looking north east

Aerial View Looking north east Aerial View Looking north east

Aerial View Looking South

Aerial View Looking East

Proposed Spray Street 
Development site

Proposed Spray Street 
Development site

Woolwich Riverside 
Development

Woolwich Riverside 
Development

Proposed Spray Street 
Development site

Royal Arsenal Gatehouse

Royal Arsenal Gatehouse

Royal Arsenal Gatehouse
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4.0 Inclusive Design, Cycle Parking, Sustainability, Amenity & Refuse 

4.1 Inclusive Design
Part H of Policy E10 in the London Plan (2021) 
states the following:

To ensure sufficient choice for people who require 
an accessible bedroom, development proposals 
for serviced accommodation should provide 
either:

 1) 10 per cent of new bedrooms to be wheelchair-
accessible in accordance with Figure 52. 
incorporating either Figure 30 or 33 of British 
Standard BS8300-2:2018 Design of an accessible 
and inclusive built environment. Buildings. Code of 
practice; or

2) 15 per cent of new bedrooms to be accessible 
rooms in accordance with the requirements of 
19.2.1.2 of British Standard BS8300-2:2018 Design 
of an accessible and inclusive built environment. 
Buildings. Code of practice.

Two large upper floor serviced hotel rooms  (Room 
Nos. 14 & 15) are fully wheelchair accessible in 
accordance with item 1 above (over 10% of total 
rooms).

The upper floors are proposed to be serviced by 
an accessible lift.
As there is a change in level on the 2nd Floor level 
preventing 3 Apartment rooms from having a level 
access, 14 of the 17 rooms (82%) will have level 
access.

The existing building is a Local Heritage Asset and 
is treated as such in the retention and restoration 
of both internal and external elements.  The 
existing stairs are to be retained and restored as 
original elements.  The current stair flight from 
1st to 2nd floor are formed of 17 risers and do 
not meet the current Part M stair criteria in this 
respect.

4.2 Cycle Parking
London Plan Policy T5 and Table 10.2 in the 
London Plan requires 1 space per 20 bedrooms 
to be provided. Core Strategy Policy IM(c) states 
that developments must meet, as a minimum, 
the standards for cycle parking as set out in the 
London Plan.

The proposal provides for 1 cycle parking space 
within the lobby of the hostel and PH.

4.3 Sustainability & Energy
According to London Plan Policy SI2, greenhouse gas 

emissions should be reduced by a minimum of 
35% against Part L of the Building Regulations 
(2013).

A Sustainability and Energy Statement has been 
submitted to support the application despite 
the floorspace being less than 1,000sqm. The 
regulated emissions from this project would be 
improved over Building Regulations Part L 2013 
by 71.97%, since upgrades are proposed to the 
building fabric and the installation of air source 
heat pumps.

4.4 Amenity
London Plan Policy D6 states that the design of 
development should provide sufficient daylight 
and sunlight to surrounding housing that is 
appropriate for its context.

There is a proposed lightwell next to No. 17 
Woolwich New Road where the development would 
infill the gap between No. 18 Beresford Square 
and No. 17 Woolwich New Road. The lightwell would 
provide natural lighting for three bathrooms within 
the flats above No. 17 Woolwich New Road at first, 
second and third floors.  In the bathrooms, light 
would be reduced, however the impact on amenity 
is considered to be relatively low given the nature 
of the use behind the windows.

Incorporating a light well into the Proposed 
Development would ensure that the adjoining 
property maintains an acceptable level of amenity. 

4.5Refuse
The proposals include a secure location for 
the Hotel and Public House refuse storage on 
the ground floor, fronting Woolwich New Road. 
Collection will take place on-street in accordance 
with existing arrangements for surrounding 
properties and the existing building operation. 

Refuse and recycling storage provision comprises 
2x 1,100L Recycling , 2 × 1,100L Residual Waste and 
1 × 500L Organic Recycling. A commercial refuse 
company will be responsible for collection and 
dispose of refuse and recycling waste.

Retail Unit

PubWcs

Woolwich New 
Road

No.17

No.17

No.17

No.17

Hotel

Hotel

Hotel

Pub Entrance

Pub Entrance

Beresford Square

Proposed Ground Floor Plan

Proposed First Floor Plan

Proposed Second Floor Plan

Proposed Third Floor Plan

Refuse Store

Proposed Lightwell

Wheelchair Accessible Rooms

Bike Store (Hook & Hang)

Key:
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5.0 Conclusion 

To summarise, this proposal for the Ordnance 
Arms:

• Revitalises this prominent town centre 
building.

• Creates a dynamic appropriate new use for 
the Ordnance Arms. 

• Reinstates the open ground floor façade 
Improving the active frontage of the Victorian 
Public House to both Beresford Square and 
Woolwich New Road.

• Reinstates the original ground floor Victorian 
Public House architectural decoration.

• Reinstates the decorative corner entrance.
• Restores the pedimented dormers above the 

parapet, further reinforcing the decorative 
‘bay’ façade.

• Retains and restores in-situ the remaining 
internal Victorian features including 
staircases, plaster cornices, and fireplaces.

• Brings the Ordnance Arms and this corner of 
Beresford Square back to life


